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Our purpose is to produce  

drinking water for communities in need,

so that nobody goes thirsty

Rainmaker Worldwide Inc. (OTC:RAKR) 

Investor Presentation Q2 2018



Forward-Looking Statements

This presentation contains forward-looking statements which may constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Securities Act

of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended by the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. The forward-looking

statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause our actual results, performance or achievements to

be materially different from any future results, performances or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements.

Forward-looking statements include statements about: our estimates of product sales, future costs and expenses, revenue and profitability; trends

affecting the price of water; trends affecting our financial condition and results of operations; our ability to attract and retain customers or achieve

our targeted customer capacity; the availability and terms of capital financing; our ability to deliver our products on schedule; development of new

product initiatives to enhance our brand; industry trends and the competitive environment; the impact of losing one or more senior executive

and/or failing to attract additional key personnel; and other factors referenced in this document. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking

statements by terms such as “anticipates,” “believes,” “could,” “estimates,” “expects,” “intends,” “may,” “plans,” “potential,” “predicts,” “projects,”

“should,” “will,” “would,” and similar expressions intended to identify forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements reflect our current

views with respect to future events are based on assumptions and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Given these uncertainties, you should not

place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements.

Also, forward-looking statements represent our estimates and assumptions only as of the date of this document. You should read this document

and the documents that we reference completely and with the understanding that our actual future results may be materially different from what

we expect. Additional factors that may cause actual results to differ from those anticipated are discussed throughout the Company’s Quarterly

Report filed November 2017, with Securities and Exchange Commission and should be reviewed and considered carefully as well as the

Company’s other reports filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission and are available at http://www.sec.gov/ as well as the

Company’s web site at www.rainmakerww.com. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak

only as of the date of this presentation. All forward-looking statements are qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. The Company

undertakes no obligation to update or revise forward-looking statements to reflect changed assumptions, the occurrence of unanticipated events

or changes to future operating results. No securities regulatory authority has expressed an opinion about Rainmakers’ securities and it is an

offense to claim otherwise. This document does not constitute a public offering of Rainmaker securities. Last updated March 1, 2018.

http://www.sec.gov/
http://www.rainmakerww.com/


Water first.  

Nothing is second.

With fresh water, we grow our crops, cook our  

food and nourish our bodies. Without it, we  can’t 

survive. Even as we explore space, the first  

question about any planet is whether there is a  

presence of water.

Here on earth, many of us take water for granted.  

Turn on the tap, and there it is, ready to drink.

Yet there are too many places where it’s not nearly  

so simple. Places where it takes hours to bring  home 

a precious jug of water from a well, where  water is 

contaminated and often the carrier of  deadly

diseases.

At Rainmaker our purpose is to serve communities  in 

need anywhere in the world, so that nobody  thirsts 

for water.

Overview



Executive summary

Rainmaker Worldwide Inc. is a publicly traded company,  

headquartered in Peterborough, Canada, with an innovation and  

manufacturing center in Rotterdam, Netherlands. Rainmaker is  listed 

on the Over the Counter Markets (OTC:RAKR). Our patented  water 

technology provides economical drinking water wherever it’s  needed 

and at scale.

RobecoSAM Water: The Market of the Future, estimates that the  

market opportunities related to the water sector could reach

$1 trillion by 2025.1

Rainmaker builds two types of energy-efficient, fresh water-

producing technologies to participate in this opportunity.

1. Air-to-Water, which harvests fresh water from humidity in  

the atmosphere.

2. Water-to-Water, which transforms seawater or polluted water  

into drinking water.

1: http://www.robecosam.com/images/Water_Study_en.pdf

Our technology is both wind and solar powered, is deployable  

anywhere, and leaves no carbon traces. We also offer options for  grid 

and diesel powered models. Rainmaker occupies the optimum  and 

most flexible position when it comes to size, capacity and cost.  The 

technology can easily and quickly be deployed where drinking  water 

is needed most.

Air-to-Water units are available in three sizes, producing 5,000,  10,000 

or 20,000 liters of drinking water per day. Water-to-Water  units are 

available in three sizes producing 37,500, 75,000 or 150,000  liters per 

day. This makes each unit suitable for communities of 250  to 30,000 

people, depending on units deployed. Rainmaker water

is affordable, and is significantly less expensive than competitive  

technology production.

Our goal is to become a global leader in solving the worldwide water  

crisis. Simply put, we’re creating safe, drinking water where little or  

none exists.

Overview

http://www.robecosam.com/images/Water_Study_en.pdf


Overview

History of Rainmaker

The Company began in 2008 as Dutch Rainmaker by inventor  

Piet Oosterling.

It evolved through 2014, with units of the first-generation technology  

deployed in Kuwait and Northern Holland.

To date, over $16 million has been invested in technology research,  

development and deployment.

The second-generation units have improved energy efficiency by as  

much as 100%, significantly reducing the cost of each liter of water  

produced. The units are approximately 50% more energy efficient  than 

those of our competitors.

Rainmaker Worldwide Inc. was formed in Peterborough, Ontario,  

Canada in 2014 to consolidate all assets, intellectual property, and  

the executive management expertise of Dutch Rainmaker.

Round 1 financing was completed December 2015. The first full year  of 

operation was 2016.

In 2017 we focused extensively in establishing a world-wide  distribution 

network as well as reference locations which will support  all future 

business development activities.
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The world’s water supply

If you research the world’s water supply, you soon come  

across these statistics:

• Less than 3% of the world’s water is fresh – the rest is  

seawater and undrinkable in its current state.

• Of this 3% over 2.5% is frozen, locked up in Antarctica,  

the Arctic, and glaciers.

• People and animals rely on 0.5% of the world’s water  

for all of our needs.

Source: Unwater.org - Facts and Trends: Water

The Global Water Crisis



1: Citi GPS: Global Perspectives & Solutions

2: RobecoSAM “Water: The Market of the Future”
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The Global Water Crisis



Water investing has historically outpaced  

the broader equity markets

“Innovative  

businesses  

specializing in  water 

technologies  may 

represent  some of 

the biggest  capital-

growth  

opportunities.”

Source: AllianzGI Global Water FundSource: AllianzGI, Morningstar Direct. Data as of S&P Global Water Index inception 11/16/2001–3/31/2017.  It is 

not possible to invest directly in an index. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

The Global Water Crisis



The Global Water Crisis

Technology can solve many  

of these issues

There are four ways to access or create drinking water where there  

isn’t adequate supply:

1. Drill wells: this depends on being able to reach the water table,  

and finding a substantial quantity of drinkable water.

2. Rainwater harvesting: viable and sustainable where it

rains throughout the year, but many regions have substantial  

dry seasons.

3. Capture the moisture in humidity: this relies on minimum air  

temperature and humidity.

4. Clean up seawater or polluted water: this assumes you are  

physically near these sources of water.

Rainmaker focuses on the latter two: we capture moisture from the  air, 

and convert undrinkable water into drinking water.

Rainmaker’s turbine  

simulation machine that  

replicates climatic conditions  

from anywhere in the world.
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Our sweet spot in the  

fresh water market:

Communities of 200 to 30,000

Rainmaker occupies what we believe to be the optimum and  

most flexible position when it comes to size and capacity.

The footprint is small, mobile, and easily deployed, so the  

technology can be located where the water is needed.

Air-to-Water units are available in three sizes, producing 5,000,  

10,000 or 20,000 liters of drinking water per day. Any location  

that meets temperature requirements (greater than 15°C /  59°F), 

can benefit.

Each Water-to-Water unit produces 37,500 to 150,000 liters per  

day, wherever there is access to seawater or polluted water.

In both cases, we scale up simply by adding more units.

Typical locations include the Middle East, North Africa,  

Southeast Asia, the Pacific, Mexico, Central America,  and 

the Caribbean.

There are also significant opportunities in heavy industry.  

Processing and refineries are looking for cost-effective  solutions 

to clean up their waste water, rivers, lakes, harbors,  and

waterfronts.

Our Markets
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Air-to-Water

Rainmaker Air-to-Water  

technology currently  

deployed in Kuwait



The need for Air-to-Water  

technology is clear

The leading applications for our Air-to-Water technologies are locations  

that do not have access to either seawateror pollutedwater.

They include:

• Remote small communities

• Inland needs of island communities

• Temporary commercial or NGO installations

• Corporate CSR programs

• Disaster and war zones

Customers for Rainmaker Air-to-Water technology are:

• Governments and communities with inadequate or no  

access to fresh water sources

• NGOs

• Military

• Commercial and industrial

Air-to-Water



Source Globe Newswire: https://globenewswire.com/news-release/2016/07/18/856794/0/en/AWG- Atmospheric-

Water-Generator-Market-size-is-expected-to-reach-USD-9-3-Billion-by-2022-growing-at-a-CAGR- of-37-4-from-

2015-to-2022-Global-Market-Insights-Inc.html
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Air-to-Water

AW-W100 Wind Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 20,000 liters per day

Minimum wind speed: 6.7 – 40 miles per hour

Power input: 100kW

AW-WS100 Hybrid – Wind and Solar Powered  

Rated daily output: Up to 20,000 liters per day  

Minimum wind speed: 6.7 – 40 miles per hour  

Power input: 100kW

AW-WG100 Hybrid – Wind and Grid / Generator Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 20,000 liters per day

Minimum wind speed: 6.7 – 40 miles per hour

Power input: 100kW

AW-SO50 Solar Only Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 5,000 liters per day  

Power input: 50kW

AW-SO100 Solar Only Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 10,000 liters per day  

Power input: 100kW

AW-GO25 Grid / Generator Only Powered  

Rated daily output: Up to 5,000 liters per day  

Power input: 25kW

AW-GO50 Grid / Generator Only Powered  

Rated daily output: Up to 10,000 liters per day  

Power input: 50kW

AW-GO100 Grid / Generator Only Powered  

Rated daily output: Up to 20,000 liters per day  

Power input: 100kW

AW-DO25 Diesel Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 5,000 liters per day

AW-DO50 Diesel Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 10,000 liters per day

AW-DO100 Diesel Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 20,000 liters per day

Air-to-Water product line

Our Air-to-Water system can be powered by a variety of energy sources with  

varying output capacities. Deployment can be as fast as 90 days after purchase  

order. Units are operational within 14 days after containers arrive on location.
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Water-to-Water



The world has plenty of seawater and polluted water.

For general populations, the challenge is to convert that  

water into drinking water.

The leading applications for our Water-to-Water  

technologies include:

• Humanitarian applications in regions with a supply of  

either salty or polluted water

• Islands currently relying on high-cost alternatives to  

access fresh water

• Medium-sized commercial and residential installations

• Commercial water treatment applications with complex  

feed water

• Recycle / reuse programs

Customers for Water-to-Water technologies are:

• Governments at all levels

• NGOs

• Corporations

• Commercial and industrial

Water-to-Water is a massive  

opportunity to do good

Water-to-Water



WW-WG100 Hybrid – Wind and Grid / Generator Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 150,000 liters per day  

Minimum wind speed 6.7 miles per hour  Power 

input: 100kW

WW-SO50 Solar Only Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 37,500 liters per day  

Power input: 50kW

WW-SO100 Solar Only Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 75,000 liters per day  

Power input: 100kW

WW-GO50 Grid / Generator Only Powered  

Rated daily output: Up to 75,000 liters per day  

Power input: 50kW

WW-GO100 Grid / Generator Only Powered  

Rated daily output: Up to 150,000 liters per day  

Power input: 100kW

Water-to-Water

Rainmaker’s mobile 1,000 liter  

machine used to test and clean  

seawater and polluted water  sourced 

from anywhere in theworld.

Water-to-Water product line

Our Water-to-Water system can be powered by a variety of energy

sources with varying output capacities. All units can be operational

within 14 days from the equipment arrival on site.

WW-W100 Wind Powered

Rated daily output: Up to 150,000 liters per day  

Minimum wind speed 6.7 miles per hour  Power 

input: 100kW

WW-WS100 Hybrid – Wind and Solar Powered  

Rated daily output: Up to 150,000 liters per day  

Minimum wind speed 6.7 miles per hour

Power input: 100kW



• Lower operating temperatures required compared to  conventional 

distillation. The process can be performed at feed  temperatures 

considerably lower than the boiling point of water

• Renewable energy sources are suitable to drive the process (solar,  

wind, hybrid)

• Compact process size that is scalable

• 100% rejection of ions, macromolecules, colloids, biological cells  

and other non-volatile impurities

• Lower operating hydrostatic pressures than the pressure-driven  

reverse osmosis processes. The process can be performed at  

operating pressures generally near atmospheric pressure

• Membrane distillation is less demanding of the membrane’s  

mechanical properties

• Ability to use equipment made of plastic material reducing cost  

and avoiding corrosion problems

• More water production by volume of water input

• Capable of treating feed water with high concentrations of  

pollutants or salt concentration near saturation point

• No brine disposal necessary; zero liquid waste is possible

• In most cases, simple removal of solids from the feedwater is all  

that is necessary

• No highly toxic anti-fouling chemicals are necessary

Competitive advantages of Rainmaker’s  

Water-to-Water technology

Water-to-Water



Our Markets

Competitors for Air-to-Water  

and Water-to-Water

There are a number of companies that produce either Air-to-Water or Water-to-Water equipment.

However, in our sweet spot of serving communities of 200 to 30,000 people, we offer many  

distinct competitive advantages including:

• Cost. Our patented technology means our cost per liter of water is lowest in the category.

• Capacity. Rainmaker produces more liters per day than most competitors under the  

same climatic and energy conditions.

• Choice of sizes. We offer units with water capacity sized to specific market demand.

• Long-term cost effectiveness. Our units require minimal maintenance and  

operational expenditure.

• Choice of power sources. We offer choice of wind, solar, grid or generator. Others typically  

offer fewer choices or only grid connections.

• Set-up time. Deployment as fast as 90 days after purchase order; operational within  14 

days after containers arrive on location.

• Footprint. Our on-the-ground footprint is smaller which means much more flexibility  in

location.

Competitors considered include Ecoloblue, Saisons Technocom Pvt. Ltd., Watair Incorporation,  Dew 

Point Manufacturing, Active World Corporation Technologies and WaterMaker India Pvt. Ltd.

We do not compete in the markets for household-size units, or on the other extreme,  

desalination for cities or countries such as San Diego or Israel.



Dutch Military chooses  

Rainmaker for mission-critical  

military base water supply

This self-contained, low-maintenance solution is  designed 
to be suitable for global military deployments,  NGOs and 
disaster relief situations.

Dutch Ministry of Defence, selects Rainmaker Worldwide, working in

collaboration with partner, Bredenoord to provide water purification

systems on military bases in the field.

Bredenoord and Rainmaker were invited to join an innovative  

development program called Fieldlab Smartbase 1.0, which resulted  in 

choosing the MD Water Power unit for Mission-Critical Military  Base 

Water Supply.

The Dutch military participates in multiple UN missions and  has 

served in Iraq and Afghanistan. It is currently active in a UN

peacekeeping mission in Mali to fight local terrorist insurgents. In  

these missions, the military learned that it is essential to minimize  

supply lines and any local dependencies to increase troop safety  and 

maximize operational efficiency.

Case Study

The MD Water Power Unit – a purpose-built solution to military specifications Rainmaker’s core Water-to-Water technology has

been combined with Bredenoord’s state-of-the-art military-grade generators in a purpose-built containerized solution, built  by 

Bredenoord. Key specification criteria of the MD Water Power Unit, include low energy and maintenance requirements,  reduced cost 

of water, fast deployment, mobility and operational efficiency – The unit was delivered and accepted on site in May of 2018 and

is performing according to specifications.

Replacing current reverse osmosis systems.

The ultimate objective is to replace the current reverse osmosis  

systems with Rainmaker-Bredenoord units. Each unit can  provide 

up to 25 m3 (25,000 liters) of pure drinking water and  35 kW of 

electricity daily under all conditions without any power  grid

connection.



Management and Business

Management team

Collectively, Rainmaker’s management team  
has a history of bringing new technologies  to 
more than 125 million customers across  10 
countries, led over 100,000 employees,  and 
sold companies for up to $12 billion.

Piet Oosterling, Inventor & CTO

• Extensive innovation experience, holding over 430 patents, across many sectors  

including agri-food, chemical and water

• Vast experience in start-ups and launching IPOs

• Corporate governance of public and private corporations

• Focused on wind turbine, agri-automation and mechanical inventions

• Chairman of the Board for Prolion B.V.



Michael O’Connor, CEO

• Co-Founder of WIND Mobile (Canada) 2008

• A founding executive of Orascom Telecom, 1999-2008, Cairo, Egypt – IPO 2000. Market Cap  

growth $200 million to $12 billion – IPO more than 12 subsidiaries

• Director of the Centre for Economic and Financial Analysis at SAIC, M&A consultancy  

supporting multiple transactions

Paul Heney, MD MENA/Asia

• Extensive M&A, transaction and corporate development experience in Canada and international

• Corporate governance of public and private corporations

• Senior lawyer (30 years)

• Merchant banker

Management team

Management and Business



Joost Oosterling, MD Europe

• Management and financial executive

• Broad international business development experience

• Extensive public company experience CMA, CMF and IMA designations

• Amsterdam Stock Exchange executive

Michael Dohaney, CFO

• CPA, CMA, BSc, MBA, MA (Econ)

• VP / CFO Manulife Financial (Barbados), CFO BMO Financial Group (Barbados)

• In-depth international experience in accounting, taxation, treasury and asset/liability management

• Manufacturing experience as management with General Electric (GE)

Management team

Management and Business
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Why invest in Rainmaker?

We have a compelling, easy-to-understand story about the  

creation of fresh drinkable water.

Rainmaker’s proven and patented technology is delivered  in 

units that we believe are the right size for the majority of

communities in need of water. Our units deliver from 5,000 to  

150,000 liters of water per day per unit.

Rainmaker technology is available either as a capital purchase,  or 

through preferred finance partners it can be provided on

a Water-as-a-Service basis. This flexibility meets the needs of  

various governments, corporations, and organizations.

Rainmaker technology can be powered by wind, solar, grid,  and 

diesel, or a combination thereof. This addresses the reality  of the 

market, where water-poor regions often lack robust  electrical 

grids.

The need for fresh water in locations around the world  continues

to grow. Current world population is approximately

7.5 billion, projected to become 8 billion by 2023 and 9 billion  by

2038.1

Much of this new growth will come in regions that are water  poor, 

specifically African countries, India, Pakistan, Bangladesh  and

Mexico.

Furthermore, environmental damage due to climate change  

will help fuel ongoing growth. Precipitation has become less

predictable, and regions that are water rich today, may soon need  to 

generate water.

1: Worldometers, elaboration of data by United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,  

Population Division.

Management and Business
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We need your help so  

nobody goes thirsty.

NEXT STEPS??

Michael O’Connor, CEO  

Rainmaker Worldwide Inc.  

271 Brock Street  

Peterborough, ON  Canada, 

K9H 2P8

+1 (877) 334-3820

moconnor@rainmakerww.com 

www.rainmakerww.com

mailto:moconnor@rainmakerww.com
http://www.rainmakerww.com/



